
 
 

 
  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ION EXHIBITS ANNOUNCES TWO NEW PORTABLE PRODUCT LINES  

Leading exhibits provider adds new portable exhibit options that delivers increased speed 
for tool-less setup, outstanding affordability, and delivers a custom look 

 
                 

 
 
 
 
Itasca, IL (April 10, 2018): Ion Exhibits has added two new product lines in the portable exhibits category that take 
portable exhibits to a new professional and modular level in the exhibit world. 
 
IMPACT Portable Display Systems combine the standard features of a portable display that allow for easy carrying 
and setup with innovative accessories and elements that provide a functional modularity. Companies looking to add 
to their booth properties in a cost-effective manner without sacrificing a professional look and customized modular 
design will greatly benefit from this product line. 
 
IGNITE Portable Display Systems take the IMPACT line a step further, designing LED lighting components that are 
housed directly in the frame structure. This innovative design provides backlit graphics without cumbersome and 
tool dependent electrical set-up. With easy installation and tension graphics, the IGNITE Portable Display Systems 
give easy reconfiguration options with the added benefit of portability. 
 
“These new tool-less product lines give our clients additional options that are both cost effective and innovative,” 
commented Kevin Fett, President of Ion Exhibits. “Our commitment is to provide new designs and engineered booth 
options to our customer base. These two new product lines in portable exhibits are just a sampling of the design 
options that are available with Ion.” 
 
To learn more about the features and benefits of Ion Exhibits new lines of portable exhibits, check them out at 
ionexhibits.com/Impact or ionexhibits.com/Ignite and explore how they can change the way you exhibit today. 
 
About Ion Exhibits 
Founded in 1991, Ion Exhibits, a leading North American innovative exhibit and brand environment solutions 
provider, was established to provide award-winning solutions to nationally recognized brands and companies.  
Winner of numerous design awards and a technological leader in the industry, Ion Exhibits is focused on building 
engaging and energizing exhibits that enable our customers to achieve their goals.  For more information, please 
visit ionexhibits.com. 
 


